Final Workshop on "Geopolitics and Internet Security"

Quando

Giovedì 24 Novembre 2016

Orario

Dalle ore 09.00

Luogo

Sala dell'auditorio - Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei

Via della Lungara, 10 - 00165 Roma
Sul progetto:

The main objective of the project is to enhance the prevention of, and the preparedness to, cyber-attacks against the European Critical Internet infrastructure, promoting and supporting the definition of cyber-strategies to reduce security-related risks. We believe that a necessary condition to achieve such a general objective is to have an in-depth understanding of the relationships between different Countries, from both the (geo-)political and the network infrastructure point of views. The GAINS (Geopolitics-Aware Internet Strategies) project fulfills the latter necessary condition through three sub-objectives, which are outlined below.

- Improve the situation awareness of the connections between geopolitics and the critical Internet infrastructure, taking into account both the way how the information flows between different ASs in the Internet (e.g., via an analysis of the BGP routes to infer inter-domain routing policies) and the power relationships between Member States (e.g., how they influence the geopolitics and how they impact on the network infrastructure).
- Develop a better understanding of the main vulnerabilities underlying the BGP protocol, which is the core mechanism for the choice of the routing paths among different ASs. In this context, we also aim to produce effective refinements of the BGP routing protocol to curb the effects of voluntary or involuntary propagation of erroneous routes.
- Devise tools and techniques to allow any Country to make more conscious choices in regard to cyber strategy. Decision makers will employ these tools to be aware of geopolitical data, the influence that they have on the critical Internet infrastructure, the most critical routing points, the most devious cyber threats, and the best actions to accomplish in order to enhance security.

Taken together, the three sub-objectives above allow to enhance the resiliency of the Internet infrastructure, and to protect against cyber-related threats.

Il programma prevede la partecipazione di esperti di fama mondiale e sarà seguito da
una Tavola Rotonda rivolta a tutti i partecipanti.

L'agenda dell'evento è consultabile al seguente link:

http://www.gains-project.eu/conferences/final-workshop-on-geopolitics-and-internet-security/

Per registrarsi:

http://www.gains-project.eu/conferences/event-registration/

Si ricorda che l'ingresso è gratuito fino ad esaurimento posti.